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Breakfast

Stars as chemical element factories
Dr Amanda Karakas
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$15 per student
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7:30 - 10:00am
Thurs May 19th 2022
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Clayton Campus

Chat with like minded students and
women who have a career in Physics
and Engineering. Ask questions about
University or working in STEM and
explore different careers that might
work for you.

’I was talking to a guest at my table and her career sounded so amazing.
Then I realised that in 8 years that could be me. I got so excited!’

Speak to your science teacher to sign up
For more information see VicPhysics.org
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PHYSICS

Guest Speaker

Breakfast

Dr Amanda Karakas
Monash University

Stars as chemical element factories

Speaker:
Dr Amanda Karakas is a Assoc
Professor in the School of
Physics and Astronomy at
Monash University. Upon
completing her PhD at Monash,
postdoctoral positions were held
in Canada, followed by a move to
ANU on a fellowship staying for 6
years. Then at the beginning of
2016 she started at Monash
University as a Senior Lecturer.
Additionally visiting fellowships
have been held around the world
including Utrecht University, the
University of Chicago and the
University of Texas.

Abstract:
Where did the elements come from? It turns out that stars are
giant furnaces that make heavier elements from lighter ones.
Deep in the centre of stars where it is incredibly hot and dense,
stars will fuse together Hydrogen (H) to create Helium (He).
Once stars have enough H at the centre, He will start fusing to
make Carbon (C) and so on. Through these reactions elements
such as Fe, Ni and Co can be made. However not all stars will
make the same elements it depends on the amount of mass that
a star is born with. The reason is that the amount of mass
determines how hot and dense the star is, and how it will "die".
My research focuses on using the laws of physics to make
computer models of stars, by following their lives from birth to
death, and then determining what elements they make.
In this talk I will start with the story of our own Sun before
describing how stars of different birth masses die and what
elements they make. I will finish with an overview of where all of
the chemical elements in the Universe come from.
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